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Introduction
The vast growth of the World Wide Web or the internet led to an equally enormous spiral in network security
vulnerabilities which could potentially be exploited due to the immense advancement in hacking techniques
and cyber-attack methodologies. The almost global use of modern complex web applications makes them
easily prone to cyber- attacks and violations. These web applications contain multiple unassessed security risks
and vulnerabilities. In such a scenario, network security is of prime importance.
l
l
l

What is FortiPenTest on page 5
How FortiPenTest Works on page 11
User Interface Overview on page 12

What is FortiPenTest
FortiPenTest is a cloud enabled service that performs vulnerability assessment and pentration testing through
an intensive process of comprehensive and criteria based automated scanning and analysis. It adopts an
organised technical approach of assessing your web applications running in an HTTP/HTTPS environment, to
identify loopholes and vulnerabilities. Penetration testing (pen-testing) is the process to explore and exploit
security vulnerabilities in an application using various malicious techniques to discover security gaps; securing
your network and assisting in suitable remediation steps for the identified susceptibilities.
The goal of FortiPenTest is to provide an easy-to-understand and non-intrusive evaluation of the security
posture of your web applications. The outcome is an accurate and detailed vulnerability assessment report with
a high vulnerability detection rate that facilitates appropriate measures for remediation and further network
penetration testing.
This diagram lays down the building blocks of the FortiPenTest vulnerability assessment and penetration
testing service.
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FortiPenTest uses web Crawler and Fuzzer techniques to detect and scan your web applications for
vulnerability assessment. The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) and Open Web Application
Security Project (OWASP) Top 10 are employed to assess the severity of vulnerabilities and identify security
risks to web applications. The vulnerability assessment result is presented in a comprehensive dashboard and
customized, downloadable reports with graphical representation and visualization of statistics.
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Crawler Module
The web Crawler systematically crawls the web server asset and locates paths that are inputs to the fuzzer
modules. It uses the quick and full scan modes. These modes are configurable, see Configuring the Scanner
on page 18.
A quick scan is fast mode scanning that provides vulnerability assessment based on limited testing/scraping of
the static pages of your asset. These pages are scraped by searching and extracting URLs from HTML tags and
attributes. For example, the following tag which defines a hyperlink with href attribute.

<a href=”http://example.com”>
A Full scan provides vulnerability assessment based on complete testing/scraping of the static and dynamic
pages of your asset. The Crawler also performs browsing simulation such as clicking of buttons, links, and
images to test the interaction between the dynamic pages and the browser. This mode of vulnerability
assessment takes longer.

Crawler Timeout
The Crawler times out after 5 hours, that is, it stops crawling your asset after 5 hours. If your asset is very large,
you might obtain only partial scanning result.

Inconsistent Crawler Result
The following are some reasons that might cause inconsistent crawling results.
l
l
l
l

Dynamic contents: Forums and access logging.
Redirections: HTTP redirects to HTTPS and redirection to WWW.
Inconsistent response time: Presence of too much content affecting the response and loading time.
Intermediate third party security product: Web Application Firewall (WAF) blocking some requests.
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Fuzzer Module
This table describes the various Fuzzer modules used for vulnerability scanning.

OWASP Top 10

Vulnerability Description & Fuzzer Modules

A1 - Injection

Injection faults, such as SQL, NoSQL, OS, and LDAP injection, happen when
untrusted or hostile data is sent to an interpreter as part of a command or query.
The interpreter executes this data through unintended commands or accessing
data without proper authorization. This can lead to data loss or a complete host
takeover.

Remote Code Execution - Scans if the provided URL together with other scan
parameters are vulnerable to exploits due to command injection faults.
Server-Side Template Injection - Scans if the web application uses server-side
template and if injecting malicious payload into the template can be executed.
File inclusion – Scans if the provided URL is vulnerable to dynamic file inclusion
which occurs when the target contains procedures that use user-supplied file path
input without proper validation.
LDAP Injection - Scans if the web application is vulnerable to LDAP injection
attacks that occur when the LDAP statements based on user input are modified
using a local proxy.
NoSQL Injection - Scans if the web application is vulnerable to malicious
queries aimed to modify/alter the NoSQL database when the application
communicates directly with the database.
SQL Injection - Scans if the web application is vulnerable to malicious SQL
queries through unsanitized user input exposing sensitive information.
XPATH Injection - Scans if the web application is vulnerable to malicious Xpath
queries through unsanitized user input exposing sensitive information.
A2 - Broken
Authentication

The authentication and session management functions may have
implementation flaws that make web applications vulnerable to compromised
passwords or session tokens. This allows attackers to impersonate other users'
identities.

URL Session Token - Scans if the session tokens in the provided URL are
vulnerable to leaks and uses secure methods to store session tokens.
Session Fixation - Scans if the value of the session cookie can be overwritten
with an existent session ID. It ensures that a new session cookie is generated
upon authentication.
A3 - Sensitive Data
Exposure

Web applications are vulnerable to sensitive data exposure, that is, revealing
information to parties that are not supposed to have access to it. This may lead to
data theft or modification of inadequately protected data.
This category anayzes in detail the global configuration settings impacting
security as identified in the A6 – Security Misconfiguration category.
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Vulnerability Description & Fuzzer Modules
Information Disclosure - Scans and identifies sensitive information such as
passwords, phone numbers, email addresses, secret finders using regular
expressions, and banner grabbing vulnerabilities. It extracts information on static
and rendered HTML pages.
SSL tests - Scans if the provided URL together with other scan parameters has a
valid SSL/TLS-enabled version and if so, whether there is an automatic HTTP to
HTTPS redirection when a user visits the HTTP version of the website.
Weak Ciphers - Scans for vulnerable cipher suites that do not provide sufficient
security to web applications.

A4 - XML External
Entities

The XML External Entity (XXE) attack occurs when an inadequately configured
XML parser process tainted external entities within an XML document leading to
denial-of-service (DOS) attacks, remote code execution, and disclosure of
sensitive information. A blind XXE attack uses remote or out-of-band (OOB)
network interactions to extract information from web applications. The Command
and Control (C2) server is implemented to detect these vulnerabilities.

XML external entity (XXE) injection - Scans if the web application is
vulnerable to XXE injections by validating and filtering the XML documents before
processing.
A4 2010 - Upload
Insecure Files

Uploaded files are rendered insecure when an internal file, directory, or database
key are exposed. Without appropriate checks, attackers can access unauthorized
data.

Insecure file upload and manipulation via WebDAV - Scans resources and
properties of a particular directory to know if it is possible to obtain a recursive
directory listing of all the files and folders from the provided URL using WebDAV.
WebDAV is disabled when not in use or directory browsing permissions are
restricted.
A5 - Broken Access
Control

Broken access control vulnerabilities arise primarily because the rights of
authenticated users are not properly enforced. This vulnerability allows access to
unauthorized information, such as user account details, sensitive files, or the
ability to modify user data and access rights.

Path Traversal - Scans if the files and directories can be accessed outside the
web root folder on the target web server via a controlled web application variable.
Forced Browsing - Scans if the resources that are not referenced by the web
application can be accessed leading to unauthorized information gathering.
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OWASP Top 10

Vulnerability Description & Fuzzer Modules

A6 – Security
Misconfiguration

Security misconfiguration is the most frequently observed flaw and is normally
due to insecure default configurations, incomplete or ad hoc configurations, open
cloud storage, misconfigured HTTP headers, and verbose error messages
containing sensitive information. All operating systems, frameworks, libraries,
and applications must have secure configurations and should be timely
patched/upgraded. These vulnerabilities lead to unauthorized access to system
data/functionality or a complete system compromise.

CORS misconfiguration – Scans if the provided URL allows Cross-Origin
Resource Sharing. CORS is a browser mechanism which enables controlled
access to resources located outside of a given domain. Misconfiguration may
allow attackers to perform cross-domain based attacks.
Security HTTP Headers - Scans if the HTTP response has specific headers to
increase the security of your application.
Weak Password – Scans if the provided URL is subjected to authentication
bypass using a dictionary bruteforce attack.
Suspicious Domains – Scans If the provided URL is referencing to domains
which are either expired or not registered.
Server Side Request Forgery - Scans if the HTTP requests coming from
server-side applications can be controlled and redirected to a malicious web page.
The C2 server is implemented to detect these vulnerabilities.
A7 – Cross Site
Scripting

Web application is vulnerable to Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) when it contains
unsanitized data in a new web page or in an user-supplied data to an existing web
page using a browser API that can create HTML or JavaScript. The attackers can
execute scripts to exploit all three forms of XSS namely: Reflected, Stored, and
DOM, in your browser to hijack user sessions, deface web sites, or redirect you to
malicious sites.

XSS (Cross site scripting) - Scans for XSS vulnerabilities by sending
executable scripts (payloads) in the form of specially crafted user inputs to a
target URL. If the scripts end up being executed, the target is considered to be
vulnerable.
A8 - Insecure
Deserialization

Insecure deserialization vulnerabilities lead to multiple flaws such as remote code
execution, replay attacks, injection attacks, and privilege escalation attacks. This
enables an attacker to manipulate serialized objects and pass harmful data into
the web application.

Untrusted Data Deserialization - Scans for vulnerabilities related to
deserialization of Untrusted PHP/Java data. Serialized objects are not accepted
from untrusted sources.
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OWASP Top 10

Vulnerability Description & Fuzzer Modules

A9 - Using Components
with Known
Vulnerabilities

Development components, such as libraries, frameworks, and other software
modules, run with the same privileges as the application. When any vulnerability
in these components is exploited, it can lead to major data loss or server hijack.
Applications and APIs by employing components with known vulnerabilities tend
to weaken application defences and enable various attacks.

Known vulnerability - Scans if the asset (provided URL together with other scan
parameters) is using such components that are known to have vulnerabilities. For
components with Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) values, this module also
queries the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) to find all reported
vulnerabilities for each component. Each vulnerability in NVD is associated with a
unique Common Vulnerabilities and Exposure (CVE) ID.
A10 2013 – Unvalidated
Redirects and Forwards

Web applications commonly redirect and forward you to other destination pages
(websites and applications) using untrusted/invalidated data. In the absence of
validation, attackers can exploit and redirect you to phishing or malware sites, or
use forwards to access unauthorized pages.

Open Redirect – Scans if the provided URL accepts a user controlled input that
specifies a link to an external site, and uses that link in a redirect.

Some of the key features of FortiPenTest are:
l

l

l

l

The web application scanning is comprehensive and provides accurate vulnerability assessment for a
complete view of security risks.
The automated scanning process allows you to simply and swiftly evaluate all of your web applications,
reducing manual intervention.
The scanning process is completely non-intrusive to prevent inactivity and disruptions; you can include
additional headers to be included in the scan.
A comprehensive dashboard as a combination of interactive chart and list based statistics. The dashboard
provides detailed insight into the scanned web applications.

Note: The term asset used henceforth in this document implies the web site that you are scanning.

How FortiPenTest Works
The FortiPenTest user interface with its distinctive organization provides ease of accessibility and navigation.
The interactive features allow you to scan your web applications effortlessly.
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1. Register on the FortiCloud portal and access the FortiPenTest user interface. See Signing-on for
FortiPenTest on page 15.
2. Authorize your asset to perform vulnerability scanning. See Asset Authorization on page 17.
3. Scan the asset for vulnerability assessment. See Vulnerability Scanning on page 25
4. View the vulnerability scanning results. See Dashboard (Scan Result) on page 26

User Interface Overview
The FortiPenTest solution provides an interactive and easy to use GUI which enables easy vulnerability
assessment. The GUI home page contains these sections.
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Description
Inventory - This page allows you to add assets for vulnerability scanning. The
IP address/FQDN of web applications and the port are inputs on this page.
The authorization and scan status of the assets are also displayed on this
page.

Configuration - This page allows you to configure the scanner for
vulnerability assessment.
Help icon - Clicking on this icon provides help information for using
FortiPenTest.
Threat Level - The overall threat level score for a scanned asset to prioritize
asset remediations. The threat level score is derived from the CVSS score
categories and is represented by values between 0 and 10. The threat level
scores are categorized based on the following severities.
l
None - 0.0
l
Low - 0.1 - 3.9
l
Medium - 4.0 - 6.9
l
High - 7.0 - 8.9
l
Critical - 9.0 - 10.0
Actions icon - Clicking on this icon allows different actions to be performed
based on the stage of vulnerability assessment that the asset is in.
l
Authorize - To authorize the asset added to the inventory page.
l
Scan - To scan the authorized asset for vulnerability assessment.
l
Rescan - To rescan the asset after an ongoing scan is complete.
l
Scan Result - To view the scanned asset's results.
l
Generate Report This option allows you to generate the scan result in
the form of a customized . pdf report.
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Licensing
FortiPenTest offers free (evaluation), paid (licensed) subscriptions, and the FortiCloud Premium trials. For
more information see the FortiCloud Data Sheet.
For advanced FortiPenTest usage, you must purchase a license. Contact the Fortinet Customer Support team
to acquire a license.

Evaluation

FortiCloud Premium Trial

Licensed

Valid for 60 days from the
date of registration.

Valid for 364 days from the date
of registration.

Valid for 364 days from the date of
registration.

Note: After the subscription expires, FortiPenTest vulnerability assessment operations (asset authorization and
scanning) are NOT available. You can ONLY view the scan result page and the reports.
The following table describes FortiPenTest services that are selectively available based on your subscription.

FortiPenTest Service

Evaluation

FortiCloud Premium
Trial

Licensed

Asset count

Allows you to perform
vulnerability scanning
for 1 asset.

Allows you to perform
vulnerability scanning
for 1 asset.

Allows you to perform
vulnerability scanning for 10
assets per license.

Full scan for vulnerability
assessment.

No

No

Yes

Scheduling a scan

No

Yes

Yes

Forced browsing

No

No

Yes

Detailed report
generation of the scan
result.

No

Yes

Yes

Email notifications

No

Yes

Yes

Inclusion/Exclusion List

No

No

Yes

Exploit Engine

No

No

Yes

URI Scan Coverage

No

No

Yes

Compare Risk Mitigation

No

No

Yes
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Signing-on for FortiPenTest
This release provides single sign-on support for FortiPenTest along with FortiCloud suite of products.
FortiPenTest is accessible via the FortiCloud GUI - https://support.fortinet.com and https://fortipentest.com.
However, if you access https://fortipentest.com, you are redirected to the FortiCloud login page.
l
l

Registering on FortiCloud on page 15
Accessing FortiPenTest on page 16

Registering on FortiCloud
Prior to using FortiPenTest , you are required to register on the FortiCloud portal.
Use the https://support.fortinet.com access link to register on the FortiCloud portal. A security code is emailed
to the address specified during registration; use the code to complete registration and activate your account.
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Accessing FortiPenTest
Any user registered on https://support.fortinet.com can access FortiPenTest. Once you login into FortiCloud,
click on your email ID, a banner with Fortinet products is displayed. Select FortiPenTest . You are redirected
to the FortiPenTest GUI, https://fortipentest.com.

The associated sub-users of a FortiCare master account can also login into FortiPenTest and select their
master account for access.
A sub-user can be part of multiple master accounts, the license available to use is based on the selected
master accoumt. (based on the availability limit).
When you login into FortiPenTest, your master account and accounts on which you are configured as a subuser are displayed; you are prompted to select one.
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Managing FortiPenTest
Perform these procedures to perform vulnerability assessment and penetration testing on your web
applications.
l
l
l
l
l

Asset Authorization on page 17
Configuring the Scanner on page 18
Vulnerability Scanning on page 25
Dashboard (Scan Result) on page 26
Email Notifications on page 33

Asset Authorization
An asset must be successfully authorized to perform vulnerability scanning. The authorization process verifies
asset ownership.

1. Enter the IP address/FQDN and the Port of the asset in the Inventory page.
The maximum number of assets you can scan is displayed on the GUI as per your subscription. See
Licensing on page 14.
2. A unique asset token, UUID, is generated for each asset and is displayed on the page. Copy the UUID and
configure it in any of the following methods.
l
Create a <UUID>.html file in the webroot of the asset's web server with no content. For example, a
UUID ded8024f-54c1-4bd2-8d82-9ad30bf3e35e is generated for your asset, create an empty file
named ded8024f-54c1-4bd2-8d82-9ad30bf3e35e.html.
l

Create a forti-uuid.html file in the webroot of the asset's web server with <forti-uuid
hidden><UUID></forti-uuid> as the content. For example, a UUID ded8024f-54c1-4bd2-8d829ad30bf3e35e is generated for your asset, create a file named forti-uuid.html with <forti-uuid
hidden>ded8024f-54c1-4bd2-8d82-9ad30b</forti-uuid> as content.

#cat forti-uuid.html
<forti-uuid hidden>ded8024f-54c1-4bd2-8d82-9ad30bf3e35e</forti-uuid>
l

Store the UUID as a custom attribute/create a DNS Text record with the data, forti-uuid=<UUID> in
the domain management page.

Add the DNS text record as per the configured asset URL. Consider the following examples.
l

l

If the configured asset is https://example.com then add the DNS text record in the root domain,
example.com.
If the configured asset is https://web.example.com then add the DNS text record in the subdomain, web.example.com. Authorization fails if the DNS text record is added in the root
domain, example.com.

3. Click on the Actions icon displayed.
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Note: The asset entry cannot be modified after it is authorized.

Configuring the Scanner
In the Configuration tab, you can configure the scanner for vulnerability assessment.

Scan Flag
Configures the type of scan, Quick Scan or Full Scan (default).

Fuzzer Modules

Quick Scan

Full Scan

Cross-Site Scripting

Uses a limited set of payloads.

Uses the full set of payloads.

Weak Form Password

Uses limited dictionary for brute force
vulnerabilities.

Uses full dictionary for brute force
vulnerabilities.

Suspicious Domains

<= 30 web domains are scanned for
vulnerabilities.

All web domains found are scanned for
vulnerabilities.

Information Disclosure

Extracts information on static HTML
and scans for banner grabbing
vulnerabilities.

Extracts information on static and
rendered HTML, scans for banner
grabbing vulnerabilities and secret
finders using regular expressions.

Server-Side Template
Injection
Local/Remote File
Inclusion
Open Redirection
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Fuzzer Modules

Quick Scan

Full Scan

Security Headers

Employs same scanning techniques for both quick and full scan.

Cross-Origin Resource
Sharing Misconfiguration

Known Vulnerabilities

Detects components based on HTTP
headers, HTML meta tags, HTML
content, and script URLs.

Additional detection of JavaScript
components via their version functions.

Session Fixation

Uses HTTP library to set cookies in
the request and analyze if there is a
set-sookie in the response.

Uses Chromedp to set cookies in the
browser and analyze its values after the
request is received. Performs
HTTPonly flag check for the session
cookie.

SSL/TLS Tests

Employs same scanning techniques for both quick and full scan.

URL Session Token

Full scan uses better thresholds than quick scan.

NoSQL Injection

Uses basic form scan, delay checks,
and database error checks.

XML external entity
(XXE) injection

Full scan detects blind vulnerabilities.

LDAP Injection

Checks error messages.

Checks error messages and performs
boolean based checking.

Weak Ciphers

Uses a few checks for bad bulk ciphers
only.

Uses all checks for weak algorithms
(ciphers-key exchanges-hashes)

Path Traversal

Uses simple dot-slash pair checks.

Uses encoded dot-slash pairs checks.

Remote Command
Execution

Uses echo commands.

Uses echo, cat, type, wget, and curl
commands.

XPATH Injection

Employs same scanning techniques for both quick and full scan.

SQL Injection

Processes a maximum of 100
requests.
Boolean based blind SQL Injection

Uses full payload scan, delay checks,
and database error checks.

Processes unlimited requests.
Boolean and time based blind SQL
Injection

Schedule
You can schedule recurring vulnerability scans for your asset that run automatically at a configured time. Select
the date of the scan in the displayed calender and set the time.
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You can enable Recurrence to configure the scan frequency with the following combinations.

Frquency

Description

Daily

Scan is scheduled to run once every day at the set time.

Weekly

Scan is scheduled to run once every week at the set time.

Monthly

Scan is scheduled to run once every month on the selected day as per the
available options at the set time.

Note:
If the time is not set, the vulnerability scan occurs at the default time of 12 AM (midnight).

Configuration Options
You can configure two authentication methods for the scanner. Click on the
following.

icon and configure the

HTTP (Authentication via Cookies)
You are required to extract cookies from the website.

Headers - Use any web debugging application to extract cookies from the asset. Copy and paste the cookie in
this field. The required format for the header is Content-type :Value; Cookie :Value. Consider the following
example.
The cookie is extracted using a web debugger application.
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Copy the cookie and paste it in the Request Headers field.

You can additionally configure the following fields.
l

HTTP proxy Server - The IP address of the HTTP proxy server in use.

l

Allow Insecure SSL - Allow insecure SSL content for vulnerability assessment.

Authentication (via GUI)
This is required for assets that have authentication enabled.
l

l

Web Authentication or HTTP Authentication - This is required for websites that have a login form and
require credentials to be validated. For a website that has authentication enabled, you are required to
enter the username and password for the entire web application to be scanned. HTTP Basic, Digest, and
NTLM authentication frameworks are supported.
Login URL - The login URL of your asset.

Coverage
You can select/deselect OWASP Top 10 categories of your choice to use for vulnerability assessment during
scanning. For each of the selected OWASP 10 category, you can enable specific Fuzzer modules/subcategories to fine tune the scan as per your network requirements.

Note:
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The following sub-categories are enabled by default. This setting cannot be modified.
l
A3 Sensitive Data Exposure - Information Disclosure and SSL Tests
l
A5 Broken Access Control - Forced Browsing
l
A6 Security Misconfiguration - CORS Misconfiguration, Security HTTP Headers, and Suspicious
Domains
The Exploit Engine and Forced Browsing configurations override the scan coverage configurations in the
scan result data.

Forced Browsing
You can test if restricted resources are accessible leading to sensitive information exposure using a built-in
word list with SAP technology. You can also upload a custom word list.
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Note: This feature is available only in the full scan mode.

Exploit Engine
The FortiPentest Scripting Engine (FSE) is a proprietary exploit engine that allows you to detect specific CVE
vulnerabilities using built-in signatures covering WordPress and SAP software. For more information on the
vulnerabilities listed in this table, see CVE Details.

CVE

Description

SAP
CVE-2015-8840

The XML Data Archiving Service (XML DAS) in SAP NetWeaver AS Java.

CVE-2016-3973

The chat feature in the Real-Time Collaboration (RTC) services 7.3 and 7.4
in SAP NetWeaver Java AS 7.1 through 7.5.

CVE-2016-3975

Cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in SAP NetWeaver AS Java 7.1
through 7.5.

CVE-2018-2366

SAP Business Process Automation (BPA) By Redwood, 9.0, 9.1.

CVE-2020-6287

SAP NetWeaver AS JAVA (LM Configuration Wizard), versions - 7.30, 7.31,
7.40, 7.50.

WordPress
CVE-2018-7422

A Local File Inclusion vulnerability in the Site Editor plugin through 1.1.1 for
WordPress.

CVE-2019-9978

The social-warfare plugin before 3.5.3 for WordPress.
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Inclusion/Exemption List
You can exclude one/multiple specific URIs from scanning, for example, you can exclude common user actions
such as Logout and Login from the vulnerability scanning. Add the paths or upload a list in the .txt format.

You can include one/multiple specific URIs during scanning, for example, you can include paths that are not
found automatically by the Crawler such as those without visible links on the web pages. Add the paths or
upload a list in the .txt format.
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Email Notifications
Email notifications are sent per asset indicating the scan progress such as the start, severity findings, and scan
completion. Ensure that Email Notifications are enabled in the global settings. See Email Notifications on page
33.

Vulnerability Scanning
After successful authorization, the asset requires to be scanned for vulnerability assessment. To configure the
vulnerability scanner, see Configuring the Scanner on page 18.
Click Scan. A progress bar is displayed with the status of the scanning process. You can terminate the
scanning process by clicking on Stop. After the current scanning process is complete, you can scan the asset
again, click Rescan. To schedule a scan, click Schedule. For more information on scheduling a scan, see
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Configuring the Scanner on page 18.

You can rescan URIs that fail the vulenrability assessment, see Rescanning Failed URIs on page 27 and rescan
vulnerable URIs see Rescanning Vulnerable URIs on page 28

Dashboard (Scan Result)
The scan result for vulnerability assessment is populated in a comprehensive dashboard with graphical
representation and visualization of statistics as a combination of summary charts and detailed data. The
dashboard provides an insight into the scanned assets based on the URIs, CVSS score, and OWASP top ten
vulnerabilities’ categorization.

The dashboard is divided into donut/pie charts with each color coded wedge of the chart representing a
particular count/percentage. Hover over different parts of the chart to view details.

Section

Description
URI Scan Status on page 27

CVSS Severity on page 28

OWASP Category on page 29
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Description
URI on page 30

Compare on page 31

Generate Report on page 32

Scan History on page 32

URI Scan Status
The vulnerability scan detects and assess URIs in the asset. The URI statistics displayed on the chart represent
the total number of URIs detected (center of the chart) with each wedge of the chart representing the
count/percentage of the following:
l
l
l
l

The URIs with scan success
The URIs with scan failure
The URIs not scanned
The URIs skipped in the scan

Clicking on the chart or on the displayed statistics brings up a graphical representation of each of the URI
categories. Clicking on any of the displayed URI category bars displays scan details such as the start and end
time of the URI scan.

Rescanning Failed URIs
You can rescan the URIs that failed scanning, select the URI failure bar and then click Rescan.
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CVSS Severity
The detected URIs are scanned for vulnerabilities and are categorized based on severity. The vulnerability
statistics displayed on the chart represent the total number of vulnerabilities found in the scanned URIs (center
of the chart) with each swedge of the chart representing the count/percentage of vulnerabilities with Critical,
High, Medium, and Low severity. The severity categorization is done based on the CVSS score.
Clicking on the chart or on the displayed statistics brings up a graphical representation of each of the CVSS
severity categories. Clicking on any of the displayed severity category bars displays scan details such as the
associated OWASP Top 10 category, CVSS score, and suggested remediation for each URI.

Rescanning Vulnerable URIs
You can rescan vulnerable URIs that score a particular CVSS severity, select the required severity bar and then
click Rescan.
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OWASP Category
The top 10 OWASP category based statistics found on the scanned asset are displayed on the chart. The
category based statistics displayed on the chart represent the total number of vulnerabilities found (center of
the chart) with each wedge of the chart representing the count/percentage of vulnerabilities. Clicking on this
chart brings up a tabular view of the vulnerabilities categorized as Critical, High, Medium, and Low.
FortiPenTest provides vulnerability assessment for the following OWASP security risks. For details, see section
What is FortiPenTest on page 5.
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

A1 - Injection
A2 - Broken Authentication
A3 - Sensitive Data Exposure
A4 - XML External Entities
A4 2010 - Upload Insecure Files
A5 - Broken Access Control
A6 - Security Misconfiguration
A7 - Cross Site Scripting
A8 - Insecure Deserialization
A9 - Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities
A10 - Insufficient Logging and Monitoring
Note: To scan your asset for this category, email at fgpt@fortinet.com to engage for manual penetration
testing.
2013 A10 - Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards
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URI
This list displays the scan result per URI for you to analyze and remediate the issues found. Click on each URI
to view details such as the vulnerabilty description, reasons for failure, CVSS score, and suggested
remediation.
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Compare
You can view and analyze the evolution of the asset threat level scores over a period of time that indicate an
increase or decrease in the associated risk of the asset. This feature compares asset security assessment of
past scans graphically and depicts a general threat mitigation trend. The x-axis displays the date and time of
each scan and the y-axis displays the vulnerabilities' count and the threat level score. The data comparison is
done at the asset level and the graphs are displayed for the last 10 scans.
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Generate Report
Click Generate Report to view the scan result in a .pdf format. You can select to generate and download
Summary Reports or Detailed Reports.

Optionally, you can password protect the report by selecting Password Protection and configuring the
password.

Scan History
You can view the scan history of the asset and select to view any past scan from the drop-down list.
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Email Notifications
You can configure automated email notification settings to monitor product updates and ongoing scans with
specific types of alerts.
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Subscribe for Email Updates is enabled by default and sends email notifications for available product
updates such as new features, upgrades and so on.
Enable Scan Notifications to receive an email with the scan summary every time a vulnerability scan is
completed.
Enable Custom Notifications to receive email notifications indicating the scan progress such as the
start, severity findings, and scan completion.
Note: You receive custom email notifications only when these are enabled for specific actions globally and
per asset. For example, to receive notifications for critical severity findings, you must enable it in the global
settings as described in this section and also per asset as described in Configuring the Scanner on page
18.

Save the configuration.
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